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On September 17, 2020, Paolo released his 17th album, “PLAYGROUND”, containing 17 tracks
composed, arranged and improvised both on piano and bandoneon. Now, exactly 2 years after its
official release, Paolo will be presenting it in “Paolo’s Jazz Club”, on the beautiful island of Møn,
Denmark.
In “PLAYGROUND”, Paolo expresses his music vision both playing the piano and the bandoneon,
introducing both composed and improvised material, unveiling a more intimate and playful side of
his unique music universe.

In his own words:
“I have always been fascinated by the natural attitude that children show when
approaching any game: the spontaneity of gestures, the sense of temporal abstraction, the ease
with which they fall into the different roles, the dedication towards the narrative of the play, the
perception of the vibration of the moment, the innate ability to interact in real time, the effortless
predisposition to improvisation. All this tends to manifest independently of distinctions of gender,
social background, language, nationality, ethnic origin, and is clearly expressed both when playing
alone and in groups. The observation of these behaviours and the analysis of these elements led me
directly to the identification of a concept that constitutes the indispensable prerogative of the
musical aesthetics that I have been pursuing for years: authenticity.
Playground is therefore my personal fun space, where the awakening of the power
of the “inner child” is released and starts exploring the fantastical world of sounds and colours that
one, two, or more musical instruments together can generate, when governed and played by a single
creative mind. As in any playground, even in this one, there are rules, but excitement and challenge
are the right ingredients for having fun: knowing the rules, how to manage, understand and use
them, and then also learning how to overtake and transcend them, unchaining the brilliant
inventiveness dictated by the energetic fury of imagination, in the inexorable explosion of the
inspiration of the moment.
The 17 tracks contained on this album therefore represent for me a journey across a
sort of duality, between organisation and chaos, classical and rhythmical, sacred and profane,
construction and improvisation, tonal and atonal, structure and anarchy; between the secret, softly
whispered “sotto voce” and goliardic night-shouting; between the velvety and mysterious nostalgia
of the bandoneon and the majestic and crystalline elegance of the piano. Sometimes, then, these
apparently antithetical positions tend to approach and interact, talk, fiddle, until they finally merge
into a single voice, which unfolds into the ultimate synthesis of the musical output of Playground. “

“Playground excites and challenges
many standard practices within jazz,
particularly through Russo’s
explorations of instrumentation,
texture and the variety of musical
atmospheres he successfully and
convincingly creates. No track is alike
and yet all are enlivened and
animated in their unique way.”
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